Hepatitis B carriers who acquired the infection perinatally die from hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and cirrhosis at high rates. Published cohort studies are largely limited to males and are too small to estimate the age-specific risk of death. We therefore used routinely collected Hong Kong data to estimate the risks. Deaths were partitioned between carriers and non-carriers, then current life table calculations determined life expectancy and probability of dying from HCC or cirrhosis. HCC is the dominant cause of death for male carriers in middle adulthood with a lifetime risk of 27 % for HCC compared to 4 % for females. Predicted life expectancy is 72 years for male carriers, compared to 79 years for non-carriers. Female carriers have a life expectancy of 81 years and non-carriers 83 years. This model probably applies to all southern Chinese populations and emigrants with similar life history, and other populations that acquired infection early in life.
INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis B (HBV) carriage is common in many parts of the world, especially East Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa, and many carriers die prematurely of complications, mainly hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and cirrhosis [1, 2] . Asian, Alaskan and African carriers have much higher complication rates than Europeans, probably due to predominant perinatal or infant acquisition, rather than sexual or parenteral transmission later in life [3] . This early acquisition by the vast majority of carriers leads to long-term carriage with loss of circulating antigen in less than 1 % per year [4] .
While vaccine now protects the generations born since its widespread use, carriers in previous cohorts will be at risk of developing complications for the rest of their lives. Such carriers in high-prevalence coun-* Author for correspondence.
tries are aware of the complications, so many of them ask their doctors about their risk and what will happen to them. However, epidemiological studies of the association between HBV and these complications have been done mainly for study of causation rather than estimation of risk, and are not helpful for this purpose. In a systematic review we found 12 population-based cohort studies. They are mostly small, and only three provide age-specific data : only one of these examined both sexes. On the basis of one study in Taiwan [5] , different authorities calculate that 25-50 % of the (male) carriers will die as a result [1, 6] . Obtaining this information through cohort studies is difficult, and since the widespread use of antiviral treatments, may be impossible. Consequently, we developed an epidemiological model from basic health statistics to estimate the effect of this excess mortality for HBV carriers.
METHODS
The mathematical model is based on the concept that in a population with high prevalence of carriers most of the hepatocellular cancer and cirrhosis occurs among the carriers. This effect is measured in casecontrol studies, which show high relative risks. Thus, the number of deaths from these diseases can be partitioned according to such relative risk estimates between the small group of carriers and the rest of the population. This calculation can be undertaken to estimate the death rates from each disease for the carriers and the rest of the population among each age and sex group. We assume that the baseline death rate from all other causes is the same for carriers as for other members of the population, and therefore add these three rates to obtain the total death rate, for both the carrier group and the non-carriers. Therefore, we can estimate the age and sex-specific death rates from specific diseases and overall, as they would be observed in a cohort study.
We then used a standard epidemiological approach, the life-table, to calculate the effect on four cohorts of people : carriers and non-carriers of both genders.
Variables used
HCC in Hepatitis B carriers is associated with several factors : cirrhosis, smoking, alcohol and hepatitis C [7, 8] , but the most important are gender and age [9] . The role of alcohol in the carcinogenesis of HCC is disputed [10] , and is not a major aetiological factor in Hong Kong [11] . Association with cigarette smoking is equivocal [8] . There are studies suggesting aflatoxins as an aetiological factor for HCC [8, 12] , but direct proof is lacking [10] , and this is unlikely to be a major factor in Hong Kong where food quality is good. In Hong Kong only 7n3 % of liver cancer patients have circulating hepatitis C antigen [13] [14] [15] and its prevalence in the general community is very low, of the order of 0n4-0n5 % [16] . Thus, the initial model can be simplified to include only gender and age as the predictive variables.
Population and mortality data
Hong Kong is now a developed, westernized city, whose population is over 95 % Chinese in ethnic origin. There are regular formal censuses. Births and deaths are registered with a high degree of accuracy, and most deaths occur in well-run government or private hospitals where illnesses are investigated using the full array of diagnostic tests and imaging. A cancer registry obtains and cross-correlates data from hospitals and pathology laboratories, making use of the unique identity card number. Thus routine data are as good as in any other developed country, and are of sufficient quality for estimation purposes.
To smooth annual variations we used the most recent 5 years of published data from the cancer registry [17] from 1990 to 1994. For the same years we obtained population data by sex and in 5-year age groups from tables produced by the Census and Statistics Department of Hong Kong [18] .
Prevalence of hepatitis B carriers
The prevalence of HBV carriers in Hong Kong adults has been estimated from a variety of opportunistic serological studies on blood donors, antenatal women and hospital patients, as about 10 % for all ages and both sexes [19] . We used this figure for the model.
Complications of hepatitis B

HCC
The Hong Kong Cancer Registry measured the mortality from HCC as being about 60 % of the incidence [17] . This is likely to be an underestimate ; mortality from this disease was nearly 100 % before 1995 as HCC were seldom detected when still small and surgically treatable [20] . In Hong Kong, the median survival of untreated patients was 8 weeks from symptomatic presentation [11] . Around the world, survival for over a year after onset of HCC symptoms is unusual [20] . Some HCC patients would have been certified as dying from other causes, such as surgery complications, or other organ failure. Consequently, we chose to use the incidence rate to represent the best available measurement of deaths resulting from HCC, and presumed that the lag between incidence and death is not long enough to require adjustment.
Detailed analyses reported by the Cancer Registry [17] in the years 1992, 1993 and 1994 show that, where a histological diagnosis was available, 81 % of the liver cancers in males and 51n3 % in females were HCC. We assumed that the same fractions applied to those where histology was not available. One analysis of HCC patients showed that 313 among 381 males (82n2 %) and 28 among 43 females (65n1 %) were HBV Hepatitis B carrier model carriers [13] .Between 1996 and 1998, the database of the joint Hepatoma Clinic in the Prince of Wales Hospital found that 687 of 861 males (79n8 %) and 124 of 177 females (70n1 %) were carriers (P Johnson, A Tang, personal communication). Another study in Hong Kong showed that about 85 % of HCC tissue samples had clear evidence of the viral genome in the cells [11] . Therefore we have used the baseline values of 80 % for males and 70 % for females.
Cirrhosis
In Hong Kong about 80 % of all hospital clinic cases of cirrhosis occur among HBV carriers [13] . Defining cirrhosis is difficult and subject to substantial clinical measurement variation, however, since better data are not available, we chose to use reported 1990-4 death rates from cirrhosis (F571, ICD9) [21] .
Death rate and life table calculations
For each 5-year age and sex group the deaths from HCC and cirrhosis were partitioned between carriers and non-carriers according to the assumptions made. A ' basal ' death rate for all other causes was obtained by subtraction of HCC and cirrhosis deaths from the total. Then the partitioned disease-specific rates for male and female, carriers and non-carriers, were added to the basal rate to produce age and sex-specific mortality rates for each group (Appendix 1).
We estimated the cumulative effect of death rates on a cohort of people over their lifetime by the abridged life-table method [22] in which a hypothetical population of 100 000 is assumed to experience the current mortality rates, and the survivors of each 5 years experience the mortality rate for the next, in sequence (Appendix 1). This simulates what would happen to populations of carriers and non-carriers with the characteristics of Hong Kong, presuming that they were exposed to current rates over their whole life. The life-table approach also provides estimates of likely survival for a person of any given age.
Proportion dying from complications
We calculated the number of HCC and cirrhosis cases dying in each year of the life table cohorts, and summed them across age groups to estimate how many carriers would die from these two or all other causes of death (by age 50 and throughout lifetime respectively).
Sensitivity analysis
To determine the effects of error in the estimates, we conducted sensitivity analysis for the major assumptions, by substituting alternative values as follows : A. We simulated the effect of varying the proportions of carriers in the population. We chose rates of 6 % and 14 %. B. We simulated the effect of the percentage of HCC among liver cancers at 90, 80, 70 or 50 % for both men and women. C. We tested the effect of different percentages of HCC due to hepatitis B carriers. We chose rates of 90 or 70 % for men, and 80 or 60 % for women. D. We tested the effect of assuming that excess deaths among carriers caused by liver diseases other than cancer are equal to the deaths certified as due to cirrhosis, or 60 % of this number. All other factors were held constant at the original value while each assumption was tested. For each of these variations, we show, the effect on survival to age 50, 60 and 70 and on average life expectancy for HBV carriers of both genders.
RESULTS
The calculated mortality rate for HCC among carriers is compared with mortality rates for HCC among non-carriers and overall population mortality rates in Figure 1 . To allow comparisons of ratios across all age groups they are displayed in logarithmic scale. Thus, in the graph, two lines will be the same distance apart if their ratios are equal. The HCC rate for male carriers rises faster than the population death rate from the age of 20 years and peaks at 70 years. Indeed for HBV carrier men between 35 and 50 years, HCC death rate is higher than the general population death rate for all other causes combined. The death rate from HCC for female carriers is much lower and never rises above the total death rate for females. The values selected produce a relative risk for male carriers to develop HCC about 50 times that of non-carriers through all age groups ; the corresponding relative risk for females is about 17. Figure 2 shows the total (baselinejHCCjcirrhosis) mortality rates for carriers and non-carriers. For those aged 35-60 years the rate for male carriers is two to four times higher than that for non-carriers (which almost coincides with the baseline mortality rate for males (not shown). Above 60 years, the annual carrier Age group Mortality rates (per 100,000 population, log scale) Total MR -male Total MR -female MR of HCC in carrier -male MR of HCC in carrier -female MR of HCC in noncarrier -male MR of HCC in noncarrier -female Fig. 1 . Mortality rates for HCC in carriers and non-carriers, compared to total population mortality rate (log scale). Age group
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death rate is persistently more than 1000 per 10& higher than that for the non-carriers. For female carriers, the death rate is raised but never more than 1n4 times greater than the non-carriers, and the difference is always less than 700 per 10&. The life table analysis (Fig. 3) shows the expected effects of these death rates on a cohort affected by current death rates over the whole of their lives. Female non-carriers have the lowest death rates and therefore the greatest survival : 82n3 years. Female carriers die earlier with an average life expectancy about 80n4 years but they are still better off than male non-carriers, whose expectancy is 76n9 years. Male carriers have substantially lower survival from the fourth decade. The total effect is that they are 20 % less likely to survive through the seventh and eighth decades, with life expectancy of 70n5 years. Figure 4 shows the expectations of life at a given age for Hong Kong people, according to their carrier status. The lines converge very slowly until age 40 then more rapidly. Table 1 shows our estimates of cause-specific deaths among carriers and non-carriers expressed as a percentage of total deaths, to compare with other authors. Over half of male deaths up to age 50 are hepatitis B related, but over a lifetime, the fraction is smaller, since other causes become more common at late age. Female rates are much lower.
Sensitivity analyses of the carrier death rates show that the greatest effect comes from variations in estimates of the prevalence of carriage (Table 2 ). In particular, if the true population prevalence is lower than 10 %, the deaths are concentrated among fewer people, so the predicted survival of these men at age 60 drops by about 1n5 % for each 1 % reduction in prevalence and by about 2 % at age 70. Assuming that all liver cancers are HCC reduces the carrier survival rate by only 3 % at age 70. Changing the estimate of the proportion of liver cancer caused by HBV from 80 % to 100 % reduces the death rate by only 4 %. Changed estimates of the proportion of mortality due to liver cirrhosis change the mortality estimates at age 70 by less than 1 %. Effects for females are proportionately less.
DISCUSSION
This modelling approach using population data allows estimation of the effects that might be observed in a large cohort study of carriers. We have used local data and demonstrated that being an HBV carrier in Hong Kong causes vastly increased mortality for males, but very little for females. For male carriers the mortality from HCC is higher than the average population mortality during young adult life, and its effect is only relatively reduced when other competing causes of death become dominant after the age of 65. Adding the effect of cirrhosis deaths increases the HBV effect further. The current life table demonstrates the effect of disease on a cohort of people subject to current rates over their lifetime. It shows that at the worst, at age 75, there would be a 33 % difference in mortality between male carriers and non-carriers (Figs 2, 3 ). For women, the difference is always less than 10 %. Overall life expectancy in Hong Kong is among the highest in the world, but liver cancer is a major cause of death. For those who are not carriers of HBV, life expectancy is even higher. Such data may not apply in other third world countries with high carriage rates, but may well do so in those which have also undergone such rapid epidemiological transition. The lifetime HCC risk of 27 % for carrier men is comparable to estimates of 25-40 % derived from the Taiwan cohort [1, 6] and so is the additional risk of death from liver cirrhosis of one quarter to one third, though this later effect was not observed in Alaska [23] . The expectation of life is useful for doctors explaining HBV sequelae for people in the community, since it shows the effect for the age the patient has reached. While individuals vary, this graph gives much more relevant information than the blank statement that a certain proportion of carriers will die as a result, since it tells when the risk occurs. The effects of being a HBV carrier are substantial, but few men die of these causes in young adult years, and most carriers will live past middle age, while women have much lower death rates overall and from HBV complications. Though survival rates after the development of liver cancer appear similar for males and females [24] , age and sex differences in incidence rates are so great that studies which mix males and females, or do not analyse for age, are difficult to interpret properly. Data on the outcomes of the HBV carrier state should always be analysed separately by sex, and with age standardization.
Limitations
The results we obtained are dependent upon the assumptions we made and the quality of the data we used. The assumptions are : that incidence as measured by the cancer registry is a better measure of deaths caused by HCC than the mortality data, the prevalence of HBV carriage is 10 %, the proportion of HCC among liver cancers, the proportions of HCC and of cirrhosis death caused by HBV. Sensitivity analysis shows that the dominant factor in our results is the carrier prevalence. Varying the other assumptions within credible values had smaller effects. Therefore we did not go on to examine the effect of simultaneous change in more than one variable.
The discrepancy between incidence and death data in the registry may be due to differences in certification practice, which systematically omit some deaths from liver cancer. If the true mortality rates were lower than we assumed, then the effects observed would be proportionally less.
The prevalence of HBV is based on a series of specific surveys predominantly on young adults. The data currently available for the older population are limited, and it is possible that the prevalence among women is lower than men [19] . If so, the true mortality rates for carrier women may be higher than our model indicates. However, most studies of carrier mortality [10, 23] show lower death rates for women as we found. Universal HBV vaccination for newborns started in Hong Kong in 1988, so nearly all infants and some older children were immune at the time the data we use were collected. Since the introduction of immunization, there would be fewer carriers and deaths from complications among the young, but these would be so few as not to affect the overall results.
Mortality from cirrhosis is harder to measure than for HCC, and many deaths of patients with this disease may be ascribed to other causes. Because of the different epidemiology of cirrhosis among men and women, the contribution from HBV may be less for women, but we have no good local data to provide better estimates. A lower proportion of HBV cirrhosis among women would reduce the calculated carrier mortality and slightly increase non-carrier mortality, minimizing the difference between the groups. All the estimates for women have a greater potential for variation, since the studies used [11, 13] include smaller numbers of women, and therefore the estimates of proportions are less certain for them.
The model also depends on the assumption that adding causes of death will approximate the total death rate for each group. However, dying from hepatitis complications may be related to other health habits and may partly substitute for other causes of death so the total death rate among carriers may be somewhat less than implied by this method. In Alaska, the non-liver deaths for carriers were somewhat lower than for the rest of the population, mainly due to fewer violent deaths : a problem in that society [23] . Since violent deaths are rare in Hong Kong, it is difficult to know what correction to make. Any effect would reduce the differences between carriers and non-carriers.
In a real cohort that started with 10 % prevalence from infancy, this rate would reduce with age because of spontaneous sero-conversions and the higher attrition by death of HBV carriers, so the proportion of carriers among older people would be much lower. Current sero-prevalence data are based on people who come from a series of cohorts, which may have had very different original carrier rates. The spreadsheet can be set to contain varied prevalence rates by age, and could be corrected for attrition from death and sero-conversion within the mathematical model, but we have chosen not to do so because it would be better to obtain more accurate empirical prevalence rates.
We have not calculated confidence intervals, because the results are based on very large numbers, and therefore stochastic errors are small. Larger errors are likely to have arisen because of bias in the initial figures used, and the problems noted above. The sensitivity analyses indicate the effects produced by varying the assumptions.
It appears that continuing presence of HBV envelope antigen (HBeAg) may be better than surface antigen alone as a predictor of continuing replication and liver damage [25, 26] . However, understanding is complicated by the presence of pre-core mutants in some patients who no longer have circulating e antigen but still appear to have viral replication. Few serologic prevalence data are currently available about HBeAg, nor the proportions of cancer or cirrhosis patients with this finding. It is not yet clear how much changed HBeAg status affects risk for hepatocellular carcinoma. Thus at present the model cannot take this factor into account.
The rates of HCC and cirrhosis among non-carriers are lower than for carriers, but the HCC rates are well above those observed in most societies without endemic HBV. This incidence may be due to misclassification of carriage state in the studies we have used for estimates, and in addition to the presence of hepatitis C in about 0n3-0n5 % of the population, since hepatitis C also causes such liver complications.
Comparisons with other data
These calculations depend on the observed epidemiology and therefore are applicable to Hong Kong people. The relative risks are comparable to those reported in Taiwan [21, [27] [28] [29] but larger than a previous report from Hong Kong in 1982 [30] and the estimates of the proportion of male carriers who will die from complications are in the same order of magnitude as other calculations based on the Taiwan cohort study [1, 6] . The figures are likely to be similar throughout South East Asia and southern China where the epidemiology of HBV and overall life expectancy is similar. We will attempt to repeat this calculation using data outside Hong Kong, e.g. Taiwan, where the model can be compared with a cohort study to provide an external validation of the method. However, Hong Kong is unusual in having a high prevalence of HBV, but very low hepatitis C rates, so replication may be difficult.
Use of the model
Our pseudo-cohort model was initially established for clinical prediction, to produce helpful estimates that would assist clinicians and their patients. While clearly being a carrier is a major health problem, most patients still survive to a considerable age, unlike the impression among many of our population, that carriers will inevitably die young. While immunization will protect those who are currently children and adolescents, clinical presentation of HBV-related complications will continue for the next 50 years. New anti-viral drugs suppress hepatitis viral DNA but they have side effects and are expensive, and may need to be taken for long periods, possibly for life. This model may help providers and patients to make decisions about whether and at what age to use these drugs for the greatest chance of benefit.
This method may also have other uses. Since the outcomes can be calculated from routinely collected data, which are available in many countries, the approach may prove valuable for understanding the effects of HBV in other populations where cohort studies are not available. It may help to understand causation by comparing the extent to which different populations, racial or other social groups suffer badly from HBV, and which are much less affected. The model could be valuable for planning intervention studies, since it provides a way to predict the expected outcomes for a patient cohort with mixed age and sex. This would form a basis for calculating sample size for trials of screening or the new treatments that are being developed.
The model needs refinement through further studies giving better estimates of the various probabilities included, and would need recalculation in other locations where the values are different and the effects of other associated factors are greater. In regions where hepatitis C and alcohol intake play greater roles in aetiology a more complex adaptation is needed. Even in Hong Kong HBV carriers are not a homogeneous population, and progression of disease depends on individual factors, including HBeAg status. When empirical studies provide better evidence for subgroups, the model can be developed accordingly.
